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1. Introduction

In the past half century, computer-aided chemical processes have enabled rapid modeling of the protein structure, their ligands and their interactions at atomic or more detailed resolution. Molecular mechanics (MM) handles the molecules at atomic level, the quantum mechanics (QM) studies the motion and interaction of the nuclei and electrons. The formation of complexes can be modelled and predicted by docking methods. The docking MM methods predict the preferred binding position and structure of a molecule when bound to each other to form a stable complex. Knowledge of the preferred binding position - either from experimental studies, or from previous computational calculation - may be used to predict the strength of association or binding affinity between two molecules. The molecular dynamics (MD) is usually applied for investigations on interactions between smaller ligand and large target molecules.

While the biomolecules act in water, but water is not only a solvent for target-ligand interactions but a medium as well, it is important to involve the water molecules into the investigations. The computational MD allows rapid calculations of the large biomolecular systems in surrounding water. New approaches to predicting hydration networks for biomolecular surfaces and complex interfaces are also based on molecular dynamics.

2. Aim of the work

1. Automated and standardized toolkits were elaborated to study the structural and thermodynamic properties of target-ligand complexes with fragmenting the structure of the target and the ligand.

2. We investigated for a direct relationship between structure of the target-ligand and thermodynamic properties. Involving the entire target structure in a QM calculation is not feasible within reasonable calculation time, thus, QM calculation necessitates an extraction of the interface region of the target-ligand complex. This extraction contains the ligand, the residues of the target near the ligand, and the water molecules in the interface region.

3. We investigated a hybrid water model that yields the best correlation between the heat of formation calculated at semi-empirical quantum chemical level and experimental binding enthalpy changes.

4. Our aim was to make the developed protocol accessible to anyone on a web server.
5. Our aim was to determine the structure of histone peptide complexes by fragmenting, using the blind docking, wrapping of the target and assembly of the resulting structures.

6. Our aim was to calculate the structure of water networks and their temperature dependence in complex interfaces and on the whole protein surface.

7. We have attempted to provide an interpretation of the success of the MD calculations of water structure.

3. **Methods**

During the calculations the first step was the hydration of the studied systems and complexes, these structures were calculated with the MobyWat based on MD. MobyWat calculates the surface and the interface explicit water molecules. We applied COSMO as implicit water model.

For docking, we used blind docking method, both docking and heat calculations were done on one of the supercomputers of Szeged, Debrecen or Budapest.

The heat of formation was calculated by using the MOPAC software package, the results of blind docking were processed on desktops.

The webserver is accessible on an Ubuntu Linux server running in the cloud, the web page is based on HTML and PHP, and the fragmented structure is rendered using JSmol based on JavaScript.

The structural conversions were performed by the Open Babel program.

The linking of the histone ligand was automated with a program written in Java. The calculation of the water networks was performed by MobyWat in NetDraw mode, the Gephi program was used to display the water network graph.

4. **Results and Discussion**

4.1. *Calculating a simple scaling factor between the heat of formation and the binding enthalpy for target-ligand systems*

1. We introduced a new an automated and standardized fragmentation protocol named Fragmenter, which cuts the interface region of the MM optimized protein-ligand systems for QM calculations.
2. The protocol fostered a series of fast calculations of ligand binding enthalpies at the semi-empirical QM level and our results showed that the best correlation can be achieved using the COSMO implicit water model combining with explicit water molecules from the earlier published MobyWat method.

3. The proper distance of the explicit water molecules was determined to achieve the high correlation between the calculated heat of formation and the experimental binding enthalpy.

4. A single scaling factor was derived for the conversion of QM reaction heats to binding enthalpy values without the involvement of an intercept. In this way, a new, direct relationship was established between molecular structure and binding thermodynamics.

5. The fragmenting protocol, the hydration model and the scaling factor can be used as an automated and standardized toolkit for enthalpic optimization of drug candidates.

6. The Fragmenter is freely available as a web service.

4.2. Az FBD (Fragment Blind Docking) method

1. A new method, FBD, was introduced and tested on the examples of complexes of reader and writer proteins with histone peptide fragments, FBD benefits from the philosophy of its parent methods, fragment and blind docking.

2. After the fragmenting and wrapping cycle a new procedure was introduced for linking and welding of the fragments.

4.3. Investigation of water networks on surface and interface of biomolecule complexes in molecular dynamics (MD) calculations

1. It was demonstrated that the efficiency and reproducibility of the hydration structure determination of the in MD calculations are mainly temperature dependent.

2. The MobyWat program is effective in predicting hydration structures and creating water networks using MD trajectories.

3. We calculated the structure of water networks and revealed their temperature dependence for complex interfaces and whole protein surfaces. With network considerations we provided an interpretation of the success of molecular dynamics computation of the water structure.
5. Summary
The first topic was molecular design; the knowledge of atomic resolution structures is essential for predicting the binding affinity of drug candidates (ligands) to their targets. The size of the target-ligand complexes and the lack of hydration structure make it difficult to simulate them at the quantum mechanical (QM) level, which often requires proper handling of electronic effects.
In order to help the QM design of new drugs, we have introduced a protocol to fragment complex interface structures with a defined number of explicit water molecules at specific positions.
The protocol promoted a series of rapid calculations of ligand binding enthalpies at the semi-empirical QM level.
Various ligand sizes were involved: from small aromatic ligands to large, peptide helix ligands. Comparison of different solvent models showed that the presence of the explicit water molecules with precisely predicted positions in the complex interface significantly improved the correlation with the experimental results.
A simple scaling factor was obtained for the relationship between heat of formation in QM and experimental binding enthalpy values.
This factor establishes a relationship between molecular structure and bonding enthalpy using QM calculations.
The results of the fragmenting protocol, hydration model, and scaling factor can be used as an automated and standardized toolkit for enthalpy optimization of drug candidate complexes.
The second topic was the determination of the structure of histone reading complexes using a new method, since this information is the key for the discovery of histone code and the design of new drugs. The large number of variations of histones yields a large number of possible complexes; large scale structure determination of such complexes is challenging even for high throughput techniques.
The computation of such complexes is difficult due to the large size and flexibility of the peptides and the shallow binding surface of the readers. Moreover, the location of the binding sites is often unknown, which requires blind docking to search the entire surface on the target protein.
In order to accelerate the work in this area, we have introduced a new method for determining the structure of the histone H3 peptide tail on their targets.

Both of these topics are closely related to the water already mentioned in the introduction, its role as a solvent, as a mediator and as a networking medium in the formation of complex structures.

Calculations using explicit solvent models allow us to track water molecules individually on a real-time scale, providing information on their mobility and predicting their networking with biomolecular solutes and other water partners.

Here we investigated the effect of the key parameters of MD simulations on the quality of such predictions, and systematically examined the effect of temperature.
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